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Introduction
In the recent two decades lots of papers have been concerned with the numerical solution of Cauchy-type singular integral equations over an interval, where the so-called classical collocation or quadrature method plays an important role by reason of the simplicity of its implementation. Many proofs of the convergence of this method and error estimates under various assumptions were given [1, 2,4-7,9,lG,12,14,19,21] . All of these estimates are based upon the fact that the matrix and the right-hand side of the corresponding algebraic system of equations are available exactly. However, in general the parameters (zeros of certain orthogonal polynomials and their Christoffel numbers) needed to establish that algebraic system of equations can only be evaluated approximately. Thus, the question we are nevertheless left with is how precise our knowledge about these parameters must be in order to ensure that the system of equations is solvable yet and its solution is close to the solution of the exact system. Among the papers we know there is not anyone which investigates this topic.
In the present paper we will study this question for the quadrature method for the equation 
In the sequel, we will always assume that the homogeneous equation (1.1) (with attention to (1.2) and ( 1.3), respectively) only possesses the trivial solution in Lt. This guarantees the unique solvability of (A + K)u = f, cf. [5, 12, 14] .
Let (p,l~=, and {~~}~+ be systems of normed orthogonal polynomials with respect to the scalar products ( 0, -), and ( ., -I,, respectively, and deg pn = deg qn = n. Further, let t, k, k I ,..., n, and x ., j= 1 :. . . , n, be the zeros of the polynomials p and q respectively, in deireasing order. s$ L& we denote the class of all po!vnomials of "degree ikss than n with complex coefficients. The Christoffel function with regaid to the weight u is defined for all zscaridall n=l,2,... by l', II,": L;, E n,, l&( 2) = l}.
In particular, then the Christoffel numbers with regard to (r are obtained by r,_, =r,,(t,& k = l,..., n.
With these notations the Gaussian quadrature rule k-l holds true, which is exact in case u E I&,,. Setting C, := x;,,r, k v '/! ,o(t) dt, in particular, we get = C,. In an analogous way we define the Christoffel numbers Sri,,, with regard to the weight 'CL, the corresponding quadrature rule and the constant C Now the quadrature method for solving (1.1) consists in approgmating the solution u of (1.1) by polynomials u, E &, where the values &k = u,(t&, k = 1,. l . , n, are determined by the system of equations (A, + KJS, =fn* (l-5)
The matrices A,, and K,, and the vector f, are given as follows (m := n -K) [4,6, n, t ,... )-4/b, t ,... ) . Further, by the symbol const. we will denote several positive constants whose magnitudes are not of interest. On the other hand, if their magnitudes have i*nportance in some respect, then we will use the notations Ci, Ci, i = 1,2,. . . . in the following, for the zeros of the polynomials p,, and the corresponding Christoffel numbers we give a summary of properties, which we will need in the sequel. Analogous erties can be formulated with regard to the polynomials qn. For proofs we refer to -l&20]. We have the following recurrence formula: 
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TheOrem 2.1 (Elliott [3] , for (8 see also [12] ). If n >/ max{O, K}, then
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Theorem 2.2 (Junghanns and Silbermann [l&14]).
Let a E C"*'$ f~ Py, kc-, t) E Py, k(x, l ) E C's' (uniformly with respect to the variables t and x, respectively J and p* = max{O, a, p}. If p* < y < 1, then the solution of (1 .l) will be an element of Cr*', where 8 = min{ 7, y -p*}.
Let us remark that in case K = -1 the conditions on the solvability of (1.1) (see Section 1) imply that ker(I + LK) is trivial, where A" denotes the left-inverse of A. Therefore, the following theorem is applicable in all three cases of K. As mentioned above, in the general case (i.e., if I a 1 or I p I is different from i or a is nonconstant) we cannot get the exact values of the tn,k, Xm,j and r,,, by any procedure. In order to get approximate values cn,k, Zm,j and ?O,k one can use several iterative methods taking account of the fact that both t,,, and Xlpl,j are the eigenvalues of certain tridiagonal symmetric matrices, cf. [14] . Consequently, in practice, we do not solve the system (1.5), but the system (2 9 . (2.3) and Con c usion 1 2.6(ii), on the one hand we get R.k -&k_l G const.=(n-' +n-").
On the other hand, we obtain 6n,k -6$_l >, const.=n-' -2 const.=n-".
Since v > 1, the assertion follows.
•I Now, we are going to estimate the distance between the zeros of pn and 9,. In case cu+p=O or cu+J3= -1 (corresponding to the case when the coefficient a in (1.1) fulfils a(l) = a( -1) and K = 0 or 1) such estimates can be found in [15] . In the more general case in consideration here, estimates are given by the following theorem. In order to prove the theorem we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8 (Nevai [18, Theorem 9.331). For all t E J and all n = 1, 2,. . . , we have m(t)p,2(t) hr n(t -t~,j~2(\/1--+ ~)-2(Jiil + t)-',
where i E (1,. The last relation follows from (2.7) . The relations (2.5), (2.6) and (2.8) with regard to the .
is ra!id. If n is sufjiciently large, then as well the relations
Choose i = i(j) and I= l(k) as in Theorems 2.7 and 2.9, respectiveiy. Then we have
Itnk-x,,I 3~!'n;~-X,lI+~IX,,j-?
This proves tbc first assertion. 1 +const:n'-"Gconst.
In the same way one can show that 1 tn,k -X,,j I/I fn,k -f,,l,j I < const.
q Lemma 2.11. For every j E { 1, . . . , m} we have <const:n In n.
Proof. We denote the k th item /l/ ! t,,, -X,,,j I by aj ka By Corollary 2.10 it is easy to see that aj,k < const. l n for all k and j. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that where i E (0,. . . , n + 1) is chosen, such that tn,i <X ,)I, j c t,l,i_ 1 is valid. But this is usually done by looking upon &j,k as a Riemann sum (see [ 1, 4] ). which, obviously, imply (2.10). Advantageously, the verification of (4.1) would be simpler than the verification of (2.10). On the other hand, the conditions (4.1) blot out the fact that if k = $ and j = +m, the precision of the corresponding approximate values is allowed to be less than in the other cases, namely O( n -"), O( m -"I and O(n -9, respectively.
